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Efficient and simple frontline workforce management. Introducing Fountain Onboard and Fountain Compliance. 
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Platform




Effortless Hiring
Smart AI Sourcing
Efficient Onboarding
Simplified HR Compliance
Partners & Integrations






Why Fountain
As your trusted partner in frontline workforce management, Fountain makes every process smarter, faster, and simpler. See how we can help you exceed your hiring goals, one offer at a time.
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Solutions by Industry

Retail
Manufacturing
Logistics
Hospitality
Healthcare
Delivery
Food and Beverage
Professional Services
Grocery




Solutions by Role

CHRO
DEIB
Hiring Managers
HRIS
Operations
Recruiters
Talent Acquisition
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Blog
Case Studies
Data Sheets
E-Books
Infographics
Webinars
Events



Latest Blogs






11 ways to maximize your high volume hiring strategy

Optimize your high volume hiring strategy to streamline your process, ...



Learn More










AI for hiring: 7 ways AI can deliver high volume hiring results

How conversational AI can help your business improve hiring processes ...



Learn More











Popular E-Books






The State of Frontline Hiring: 2023 Annual Benchmarking Report





Learn More










Modern Hiring Guide

How to overcome hiring challenges in 2023 and beyond



Learn More











Highlighted Case Study








Bojangles: Decreased time-to-hire for staff by 80%

Bojangles paired automated workflows with the human touch to cut time-to-hire



Learn More
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Why Fountain
As your trusted partner in frontline workforce management, Fountain makes every process smarter, faster, and simpler. See how we can help you exceed your hiring goals, one offer at a time.
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Find, hire, and retain hourly workers in one simple platform

Enter a new era of frontline workforce management with a full-suite solution built for the future


 Book Demo
 




 


Recruit, hire, and support frontline workers at scale
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Save recruitment spend
 Easily integrate with existing tools to scale hiring, save recruiter time, and source candidates cost-effectively, all in one comprehensive platform.
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Hire in days, not weeks
 Leverage the power of automation and artificial intelligence to find and hire the right candidates for your business, fast.
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Build your ideal workforce
 Make more informed decisions and focus on what really matters to your business operations.
















Trusted by leading brands around the world
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High volume hiring the right way







POWERFUL HIRING WORKFLOWS
 Hands-off automation to screen the right candidates



Customize qualification steps including identity verification, skills assessment, interview scheduling, and offer acceptance and onboarding.




CONVERSATIONAL AI
 Instantly save recruiter time and sourcing spend



Mobile-first recruiting powered by Fountain AI allows recruiters to focus on meaningful interactions, and wake up to a pipeline full of qualified candidates.




INTELLIGENT INTEGRATIONS
 A high volume hiring solution tailored to your business and industry needs



Easily connect Fountain to your current tech stack, gain visibility into recruitment optimizations, and build the perfect frontline worker hiring experience in one comprehensive platform.



EXPLORE 













 




Employee Onboarding + HR Compliance 

Elevate your post-hire workforce management with Fountain’s post-hire solutions. Efficiently manage employee onboarding process and simplify your workforce compliance management with the power of AI and automation. Easily get your frontline workers up to speed and ready for the first day of work and keep your workforce fully staffed and compliant.
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Efficient onboarding
 	Automation guides your new hires to their first day with ease.
	Customize steps including document uploads, digital signatures, and task management.
	Save hiring manager time and engage new hires, reducing drop-off and no-show rates.










Enhanced employee experience
 	Customizable AI ensures a personalized and user-friendly experience.
	Enable new hires to connect to and learn about company values and culture before day one.
	Allow employees to easily track their status and provide updated documentation.










Intelligent integrations for tailored workforce management
 	A solution tailored to your business and industry needs.
	Easily connect Fountain Onboard and Compliance to your current tech stack, gaining visibility into workforce management optimizations in one comprehensive platform.













 











Fetch: Hiring delivery drivers in less than 8 minutes

Learn how Fountain helped Fetch scale their business operations and hire delivery drivers in fewer than eight minutes with Fountain AI

Learn More
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Multi-product workforce management solution

Fountain redefines high volume workforce management.




Schedule Demo

Why Fountain
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